
M2 internship: Tensor and polynomial optimisation
for quantum information networks

Advisors: Antonio Aćın (ICFO Barcelone),
Victor Magron (LAAS CNRS Toulouse)

Context: The standard quantum information scenario broadly studied so far consists
of two communicating users, Alice and Bob, exchanging quantum information through a
channel. However, recent progress in quantum technologies make more complex networks
[1] of more than two users connected by different channels, not necessarily one-to-one,
within reach. This raises important computational challenges due to the fact that the
dimension of the network grows exponentially with the number of users.

Objectives of the internship: The objectives of this internship are (i) to design effi-
cient methods for the detection and characterisation of correlations in arbitrary networks
based on tensor and polynomial optimisation and (ii) study their use for the construction
of quantum information protocols. A key element in the project will be the use of tech-
niques from convex optimisation theory, such as moment-type semi-definite programming
hierarchies [2].

Application requirements: Candidates must hold a degree in Physics, Computer
Science and/or Engineering. Interest in computational methods and convex optimisation
is desirable. The candidates are kindly asked to send an email with “M2 candidate” in
the title, a CV and motivation letter to antonio.acin@icfo.eu and vmagron@laas.fr.
Knowledge of French or Spanish does not constitute a per-requisite.

Working place and salary: The M2 internship is expected to start during first-half
of 2024. According to the successfull candidate preference, the M2 intern will be hosted
either at ICFO Barcelona, in the group of Antonio Aćın, or at LAAS CNRS Toulouse, in
the group of Victor Magron. The monthly stipend for M2 internships at ICFO, Barcelona,
is between 300 and 600 euros. The monthly stipend for M2 internships in France is
between 538 and 652 euros, please visit this link for more details.
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